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**PQ4027 Italian literature**

**PQ4027** Individual authors and works to 1400

**Petrarca, F. (1304-1374): Translations: English**

**PQ4496** Spanish literature

**PQ6001** Literary history and criticism

**PQ6001** History of Spanish literature

**PQ6031** By period

**PQ6058** Origins. Middle ages to 1500

**PQ6063** Modern

**PQ6066** Classic period (Siglo de oro). 1500-1700: Special topics (Not A-Z)

**PQ6072** 19th-21st centuries

**PQ6073** Special topics (A-Z)

**PQ6085** Poetry: History: Special periods: 1869-2000. 20th Century

**PQ6105** Drama: History: General (Including the period 1500-1700): By period: Golden age. 16th-17th centuries

**PQ6138** Prose: General: Prose fiction

**PQ6140** General works: Special topics (A-Z)

**PQ6144** Special periods: Modern (1700-

**PQ6147** Special kinds (A-Z)

**PQ6171** Collections of Spanish literature

**PQ6174** Special periods

**PQ6187** Poetry: 20th century

**PQ6271** Individual authors and works to 1700

**PQ6281** Calderón de la Barca, P. (1600-1681)

**PQ6287** Partial editions: Autos sacramentales

**PQ6322** Cervantes Saavedra, M. de (1547-1616)

**PQ6324** Editions: Novelas ejemplares

**PQ6347** Criticism and interpretation

**PQ6351** Criticism and interpretation

**PQ6352** Treatises

**PQ6353** Don Quixote (mainly)

**PQ6354** Special

**PQ6409** Lazarillo de Tormes: Criticism

**PQ6413** Medr-Mons (First letters of author’s name)

**PQ6426** Rojas, F. de (fl. 1510-1538)

**PQ6428** La Celestina, o tragicomedia de Calisto y Melibea

**PQ6430** Ruiz, J., arciipreste de Hita (fl. 1343)

**PQ6439** Vega Carpio, L. F. de (1562-1635): Special classes of works: Comedias: Separate plays (A-Z)

**PQ6500** Individual authors. 1700-ca. 1868

**PQ6503** Alas-Berm (First letters of author’s name)

**PQ6555** Pérez Galdós, B. (1843-1920)

**PQ6555.F73** Fortunata y Jacinta

**PQ6555.Z5** General works

**PQ6601** Individual authors. 1868-1960

**PQ6613** G-Gz (Author specified by second letter of name)

**PQ6613.A763** García Lorca, F. (1898-1936)

**PQ6623** M-Mz (Author specified by second letter of name)

**PQ6623.A3** Machado, A. (1875-1939)

**PQ6629** P-Pz (Author specified by second letter of name)

**PQ6639** U-Uz (Author specified by second letter of name)

**PQ6641** V-Vz (Author specified by second letter of name)

**PQ6651** Individual authors. 1961-2000

**PQ6663** M (Author specified by second letter of name)

**PQ7000** Provincial. Local. Colonial

**PQ7081** Spanish literature outside of Spain: Special: America: Spanish America

**PQ7081** General: History and criticism

**PQ7082** Special forms (A-Z)

**PQ7297** Mexico: Individual authors or works: 1810/25-1960 (A-Z)

**PQ7389** West Indies: Special: Cuba: Individual authors through 1960 (A-Z)

**PQ7519** Central America: Special: Nicaragua: Individual authors or works through 1960 (A-Z)

**PQ7797** South America: Special: Argentina: Individual authors or works: 1810/25-1960 (A-Z)

**PQ9040 Portuguese literature**

**PQ6555** F73

**PQ6555.Z5** General works
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